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Book Descriptions:

canon powershot sx220 manual

The compact Canon PowerShot SX220 HS houses a 14x 28392mm wideangle optical zoom lens lets
you get close to the action and also capture sweeping panoramic landscapes or large group shots.
The high sensitivity 12.1 MP CMOS sensor and high performance DIGIC 4 processor give superior
image quality even in low light situation. The 4stop Optical Image Stabilizer ensures clear, steady
shots every time. The PowerShot SX220 HS features Smart Auto mode detecting up to 32 different
shooting scenes so you can take great pictures in complete confidence. Other highlights include
3.0inch LCD screen, 1080p Full HD video recording, Slow Motion Movie up to 240fps, Manual
Control, Handheld Night Scene mode, Face Detection and Automatic RedEye Correction. TMs
chapter assumes that the camera has been set to the corresponding mode. The camera will set the
appropriate aperture value for the shutter speed you set. Setthe mode dial to Tv.The camera will set
the appropriate shutter speed for the aperture value you set.Setthe mode dial toM.If you are using
an earlier version of the software, download the latest version from the Canon home page. You can
check the version of the included software on the top of the CDROM p. 2. Recording wilt
automatically stop when the clip file size reaches 4 GB, or when the. Lock the exposure. However,
unnatural sound may result when used to record in locations with no wind.The movie editing panel
and the movie editing bar will appear. Movie Editing Panet settheediting r nge. The number of
images increase each time you move the lever toward The number of images decrease each time you
move the lever toward Choose an image.Bfyou choose one of those images, the camera will select
four more images letting you enjoy playing back images in an unexpected order. This will work best
if you take many shots of various scenes. Connect the camera to the TV. Open the cameras terminal
cover and fully insert the cable plug into the cameras.

canon powershot sx220 manual, canon powershot sx220 hs manual, canon powershot
sx220 hs, canon powershot sx220 hs, canon powershot sx220 hs manual pdf, canon
powershot sx220hs user manual, canon powershot sx220 hs specifications, user
manual canon powershot sx220 hs, canon powershot sx220 manual, canon powershot
sx220 manual, canon powershot sx720 manual pdf, canon powershot sx230 manual
pdf, canon powershot sx210 manual, canon powershot sx210 manual pdf, canon
powershot sx230 manual, canon powershot sx230 manual pdf.

Turn on the TV and press the cameras button. The image will appear on the TV nothing will appear
on the screen. Since erased images cannot be recovered, exercise adequate caution before erasing,
Protected images p, 135 cannot be erased.MENU Bfyou press the button, a confirmation screen will
appear.ABso, when the overall image is lacking in contrast, the camera will automatically correct the
image for a sharper impression. CanonBrand PictBddge CompJiant Printers TMs chapter uses
Canonbrand SELPHY CP series printers in the explanations, The displayed screens and available
functions. Printing will start. Bordered Prints with a border. Borderless Prints without a border. Nup
Choose how many copies of an image are printed on a sheet. Prints ID photos. ID Photo Only images
with the same resolution as the cameras L Large recording pixet setting and a 43 aspect ratio can be
chosen. These selection methods comply with the DPOF. The latter part explains how to change
shooting and playback settings to suit your purposes. Refer to the Software Guide for details.
Changing File Number Assignment images you shoot are automatically assigned file numbers in the
order they were taken, from 0001 9999, and saved to folders of up to 2,000 images. Bmages will be
saved into folders created on each shooting date. However, you can set it so that the camera only
focuses when the shutter button. You can turn off this function.Image stabilization is always on. You



can confirm the effects directly on the display, which makes it easier to check the Continuous
composition or focus. Turning Off the Auto Rotate Function When you play back images on the
camera, images shot in vertical orientation automatica!ly rotate and display vertically. You can turn
off this function. Turn off the camera.Insert the coupler. Follow Step 2 on p. 17 to open the cover,
then insert the coupber as shown until it locks into place with a click. Check the image in Playback
mode.

Camera specifications or appearance are subject to change without notice. For stubborn dirt contact
a Canon Customer Support Help Desk as listed on the customer support leaflet supplied with your
camera. When. We have 6 Canon PowerShot SX220 HS manuals available for free PDF download
User Manual, Getting Started Manual, Brochure. You may download and use the Content solely for
your personal, noncommercial use and at your own risks. Canon shall not be held liable for any
damages whatsoever in connection with the Content, including, without limitation, indirect,
consequential, exemplary or incidental damages. You shall also not and shall not let others
reproduce, modify, reformat or create derivative works from the Content, in whole or in part. The
pages are then spiral bound with a clear acetate front cover and red card back cover, held together
with a strong white wire. Your manual will lay flat when open and will last for as long as your
camera, with a little bit of care. Manuals over 400 pages long may be supplied as more than one
book. If anything is missing, contact the retailer where you purchased the camera.Please note that
Canon Inc., its subsidiaries and affiliates, and its distributors are not liable for any consequential
damages arising from any malfunction of a camera or accessory, including memory cards, that
results in the failure of an image to be recorded or to be recorded in a way that is machine readable.
Warning Against Copyright Infringement ThView Look at my pictures.27 1 Easy playback Easy
Mode.29 Automatically play back pictures slideshow.126 Look at my pictures on a TV.132 Look at
my pictures on a computer.33 Quickly search pictures.The latter part of this chapter explains how to
shoot and view images in Easy mode, how to shoot and view movies, and how to transfer images to a
computer.Be sure to charge the battery as it is not charged at the time of purchase. Remove the
cover. Insert the battery.

Align the o marks on the battery and charger, then insert the battery by sliding it in and down .
Charge the battery. For CB2LX Flip out the plug and plug the charger into a power outlet . For
CB2LXE Plug the power cord into CB2LX the charger, then plug the other end into a power outlet.
Display Summary Sufficient charge. Slightly depleted, buDepending on your computer’s OS version,
SDXC memory cards may not be recognized even when using a commercially availabSlide the cover
and open it . Insert the battery. Press the battery lock in the direction of the arrow, then insert the
battery as shown until it locks into place with a click. Be sure to insert the battery in the correct
direction or it will not properly lock into place. Terminals Battery lock Insert the memory card.
Insert the memory card as shown until it locks into place with a click. Be sure the memory card is
oriented Open the cover and press the battery lock in the direction of the arrow. The battery will pop
up. Remove the memory card. Push the memory card in until you hear a click, then slowly release it.
The memory card will pop up.Turn on the camera. Press the power button. Set the date and time.
Press the qr buttons to choose an option. Press the op buttons or turn the A dial to set a value. Once
all settings are complete, press the m button. Set the home time zone. PressChanging the Date and
Time You can change the current date and time settings. Change the date and time. We delete
comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed
at any time at our discretion. Packing HS System for stunning images in all situations, a wideangle
14x optical zoom and Full HD movies, the PowerShot SX220 HS is a powerful combination of leading
image quality and flexibility. Dynamic IS and Stereo sound. High quality movies can now be
recorded in Full HD 1080p format with stereo sound.

The optical zoom can be used for filming while Dynamic IS reduces the effect of shake and



movement while shooting on the move. Download Canon PowerShot SX220 HS manual Capture
fastpaced action using the Highspeed Burst mode or slow down movement using. Super Slow Motion
Movie mode. Both modes provide dramatic and spectacular ways of recording fastmoving subjects.
Movie Digest captures up to 4seconds of the action before a shot is taken, joining all the clips
together from the same day into a single VGA movie to add to your collection of photos. The iFrame
video format is a simple way to quickly import, edit and share video. What else Images are easy to
frame thanks to a large 7.5 cm 3.0” high resolution PureColor II G LCD. A tempered glass outer
layer offers increased strength and excellent visibility in all lighting conditions. An optional
waterproof case WPDC42 allows you to dive at depths down to 40m as well as protecting the camera
from dust, dirt and damage. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme
terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not
recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions
opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods and will
depend on when your payment clears opens in a new window or tab. Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab See the sellers
listing for full details. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method
to your location. Please enter a valid postcode.

Please enter a number less than or equal to 193. Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee
if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing. Find out more about your rights as a
buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab. All Rights
Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.
EOS M og EOS Rserierne af spejllose fullframekameraer leverer samme styrke som et digitalt
spejlreflekskamera i et kompakt kamera. Fa mere at vide om vores brug af cookies og rediger dine
cookieindstillinger her. Du accepterer vores brug af cookies pa din enhed ved at fortstte med at
bruge vores webside eller ved at klikke pa Jeg accepterer. Det tager 1 minut og vil hjlpe os med at
forbedre vores supportwebsted. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. The 14x Optical Zoom and 28mm wideangle lens lets you get close to
the action and also capture sweeping panoramic landscapes or large group shots. Simply switch to
Manual Control and have the flexibility in your shooting settings to get more creative Dynamic IS A
high performance DIGIC 4 processor and high sensitivity image sensor give superior image quality
in all situations. The optical Image Stabilizer provides a 4stop benefit so you can shoot 4 shutter
steps slower than would otherwise be necessary to achieve a blurfree shot. Dynamic IS and Stereo
sound High quality movies can now be recorded in Full HD 1080p format with stereo sound. A
tempered glass outer layer offers increased strength and excellent visibility in all lighting conditions.
Both modes provide dramatic and spectacular ways of recording fastmoving subjects. The iFrame
video format is a simple way to quickly import, edit and share video. It would be much easier if
Canon provided a hard copy of the whole operating manual rather than just the basics.

This would save having to refer to it on the computer, which is not always convenient. It is a great
little camera, with a good solid feel, slightly larger than some other compacts, but gives good quality
images at a reasonable price. Easy to use, Compact, Build quality, Battery life, Screen size Easy to
use, Compact, Build quality, Battery life, Screen size. As far as the ISO levels are concerned, this
camera supports 1003200 ISO. Movies can be recorded at a resolution of 1920x1080 Pixels 1080p
HD,1280x720 Pixels 720p HD,640x480 Pixels VGA,320x240 QVGA. It supports memory card types of
MMC, MMCplus, SD, SDHC, SDXC. Overall, this camera weighs and has 3 Inch display to click, and
preview images. We have sent you a verification email. Canon reports first ever quarterly loss, cuts
dividendFor reprint rights Times Syndication Service. By continuing to browse the site you confirm



that you accept the use of cookies and that you have read and accepted the Terms of service and
Privacy. OK, I confirm Username or email Password Have you forgot password or username. Click
here to get a new password. Reviews Cameras, Lenses and accessories Reviews, user opinions,
sample photos and specifications of all cameras, lenses, smartphones, tripod and accessories
currently in production. You can add your opinions, vote the models that you have used, compare the
specifications of cameras and lenses and a lot more. Staples are solid and clean. Please check ”
Staples are solid and clean. Please check the photos carefully to decide if the condition is acceptable
before purchasing. ”. Optical IS, Full HD with optical zoom.This information is for reference
purposes only. Click here to browse for similar products and for great alternatives! Features HS
System 12.1 MP HS System excels in low light allowing you to capture the real atmosphere of the
moment without the need for flash or a tripod.

The optical Image Stabilizer provides a 4stop benefit so you can shoot 4 shutter steps slower than
would otherwise be necessary to achieve a blurfree shot. Full HD with optical zoom. Dynamic IS and
Stereo sound High quality movies can now be recorded in Full HD 1080p format with stereo sound.
Smart Auto Smart Auto is truly automatic detecting up to 32 different shooting scenes so you can
take great pictures in complete confidence, knowing that the camera will take care of everything,
leaving you free to enjoy the moment. Manual Control From semiautomatic Av and Tv modes to Full
Manual the PowerShot SX220 HS gives you the choice to control one single aspect of the exposure
or take complete control and be as creative as you want. Only references to South Africa apply. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn more
See the sellers listing for full details. Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new
window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new
window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please
enter a number less than or equal to 27. Expected dispatch time may vary and is based on sellers
order cutoff time. All Rights Reserved. Theres a 14x, 28392mm optical zoom lens with builtin image
stabilizer, 12.1 megapixel backilluminated CMOS sensor, 3 inch LCD screen with 460kdot
resolution, DIGIC 4 image processing engine, full 1080p HD Movie Mode with stereo sound and an
HDMI output, and Smart Auto mode with Scene Detection Technology and an Easy mode for
beginners.

The Canon SX220 HS also offers a full range of manual exposure modes for more experienced
photographers looking to take control, 8.1 fps burst shooting at 3 megapixel resolution, and a Super
Slow Motion Movie mode. The new Canon PowerShot SX220 is priced at 269 and is available in
purple or grey. The build quality is the usual marriage of plastic and metal, with the PowerShot
SX220 HS feeling sturdy enough when gripped in the palm to withstand the odd drop or knock in its
inactive state. Curved edges make it appear less boxy and rectangular than it actually is. Whilst the
camera is bigger than your average compact, it still just about fits into your pocket and is reasonably
light too at 215g even with the memory card and battery inserted. Plus the modest additional bulk
feels a fair compromise for that builtin zoom power, the lens extending an ungainly 2inches from the
body when at maximum 392mm equivalent telephoto setting. Canon has here thoughtfully included
an easy mode in addition to the scene and subject recognizing Smart Auto the former denoted by a
camera with a heart icon that more usually denotes a favourites setting. This disables pretty much
everything in terms of user selectable shooting options and so allows for fuss free point and shoot
operation. As with the latest additions to the Olympus Pen series, here we get access to a diorama
effect which Canon has simplified on the function menu as miniature effect, fast becoming this years
must have onboard feature, plus a perspective warping fisheye option. Further hand holding is
provided by the Smart Shutter mode that as it sounds allows the shutter to be controlled with a



smile or a wink increasing the overall userfriendly feel and handy for when you want to include
yourself in the picture. Certainly the tilt and shift lenslike miniature effect that transforms friends
and colleagues into the equivalent of toy soldiers is hard to resist.

Plus, with a press of the display button on the Canons back plate followed by a toggle of the zoom
switch on the top plate, users can go one further and precisely control the width of the portion of the
image that is sharply in focus, leaving the rest artistically blurred. Smart Auto is deployed in movie
mode, though, the camera referencing 18 different presets to find the most appropriate. Focus is
automatically adjusted as the user zooms in or out, which, with no alternative manual adjustment
ring, means the image can go soft for a moment or two before the camera locks on target. Canon
states that Dynamic Image Stabilisation also kicks in when shooting video to ensure smooth tracking
shots, of use when filming whilst walking for example. The SX220 HS records 1920x1080p Full HD
movies at 24fps with stereo sound, making it one of the few compact cameras currently on the
market to offer such good quality. Otherwise the PowerShot SZX210 IS incorporates technology very
similar to its other current nonsuper zoom IXUS and PowerShot compacts. As previously touched on,
it features Smart Auto with Scene Detection Technology whereby the camera compares subjects
with 22 onboard variables and selects the most appropriate for optimum results. Also making an
appearance here are shadow detail enhancing iContrast, Smart Flash Exposure which adjusts flash
levels according to prevailing conditions, plus Face Detection technology which can recognize up to
a whopping 35 faces in a frame, whilst Face Self Timer allows you as photographer to join them
before the shutter fires. Good, as this lessens the chance of red eye with automatic red eye
correction software further builtin as a belt and braces approach and selectable via the shooting
menu folder. However, unlike competing models that present said flash when requested, the Canons
flash automatically pops up when the camera is initially switched on, whether you like it or not.

This is inevitably slightly irritating if you dont actually intend to use it. Pressing it down and
returning it to its dormant state naturally deactivates it, but at times it feels more like youre fighting
with the camera than engaging seamlessly with it. As regards video, the ability is also provided for
EyeFi transfer and the camcorderlike direct upload of videos to YouTube to keep the younger
members of the family happy. Were provided with a smattering of style despite its plasticy build by
virtue of the different coloured top plate strip that continues down both sides of the camera and thus
frames the faceplate like the mantle of a fireplace. Top right of the lens, we find a tiny catch for
manually activating the pop up flash via a fingernail if required. There are also two small holes
either side of the lens for the stereo sound microphones. Looking at the SX220 HS from the rear we
find the flash positioned over to the far left and neatly flush with the body when not in use and a
built in speaker for playing back sound with clips. Over to the far right where it naturally falls under
the forefinger of the right hand is the shutter release button. Apart from the rear plate shooting
mode dial and scroll wheel its the largest control here and has just the right amount of give to
enable users to determine a definite halfway point when pressed. Now encircling the shutter release
button is a responsive rocker switch for operating the zoom a nudge to the right zooming in, to the
left zooming out. Go on to fire the shutter and a full resolution 12 megapixel image is committed to
memory in a couple of seconds, the screen briefly blanking out before returning to the realtime
scene before the lens. The amount of time the captured image appears on screen as a means of
review can be altered via the menu folders.

Thats unless one is shooting HD movies with stereo sound, whereby the picture is automatically
relayed in 169 ratio to more closely ape how it would appear when viewed on a desktop PC, or a flat
panel telly.This rigidity ensures it clicks into place for each setting in such a way that it is hard to
accidentally slip from one option to another when fetching the camera out of a pocket or camera
bag. The 13 strong options here comprise Smart Auto and Easy Auto modes as discussed, plus the
creative quartet of Program, Aperture Priority, Shutter Priority and Manual shooting settings. All of



the other scene modes setting are grouped together under the Scene option, and theres also a new
Effects mode and last on the dial the movie shooting option. That said, users dont have to actually be
in movie mode to commence filming a press of the dedicated recording button lets video capture
commence as a handy short cut. A new addition to the shooting mode dial is the Movie Digest option.
This captures up to 4seconds of the action before a shot is taken, then joining all the clips together
from the same day into a single VGA movie, which creates a timelapse movie overview. A familiar to
Canon users at least toolbar of options is then presented at the left hand side of the LCD. The first
option you come to is record mode, and this is where the Fisheye, Miniature, Toy Camera,
Monochrome, Super Vivid, Poster, Colour accent and Colour swap effects live. A live preview of each
one is handily shown on screen so you dont even have to take a picture to see what the results of
each effect will be. Theres also the Highspeed Burst mode, Best Image Selection, Handheld
NightScene, Low Light, Beach, Underwater, Foliage, Snow, Fireworks and Stitch Assist Panorama
options. By moving up or down the same toolbar the likes of white balance can be manually adjusted,
the Canon proprietary My Colors effects turned on or off, and quality settings further adjusted for
shooting both stills and video.

In manual focus mode a distance slider appears at the right of the screen, adjustable with a swivel of
the scroll wheel so its a bit fiddly, rather than more intuitively tabbing up or down.As it is, no less
than six button presses are required before a duff shot can be deleted. Such tediousness seems to go
against the ease of use ethos deployed elsewhere in the cameras operational arsenal. Via the menu
screens, users can also activate compositional grid lines or opt to present an image with grey bars
cropping the default 43 presented ratio to a 32 ratio equivalent if so desired. Subsequently a press of
the menu button itself brings up two folders the first containing the shooting menu its here users
can activate the likes of the iContrast setting the second the standard set up menu. Under this
compartment theres a plastic lug for attaching the wrist strap provided in the box. Underneath a
side open catch and door at the base of the SX220 HS theres another dual compartment with a slot
for media card plus the provided rechargeable battery, good for a soso 210 shots from a full charge,
50 less than its predecessor. Of course, build and handling aside, image quality is ultimately what
counts, so were interested to see how the Canon performs on that count. The new sensor allows high
speed shooting and should lower noise in images, compared to the high noise results of the
predecessor. Canon Powershot SX220 HS Features. The Canon Powershot SX220 HS is one of the
smallest digital cameras available with a 14x optical zoom lens and is well worth looking at if you
want a camera with advanced features, and a lot of zoom. The camera includes full HD video
recording with stereo sound and lets you use the optical zoom while recording. A metal body and
high speed shooting rounds this camera off nicely with a full set of features and controls, as well as
an abundance of scene modes, and colour modes.

Key Features Dynamic IS The camera is one of the smallest cameras available with a 14x optical
zoom lens, with most other cameras offering 14x zoom or more tending to be larger in the pocket.
Because of this theres not a lot of grip, instead you have to use your thumb to grip onto the rear
mode dial. The design is obviously popular at Canon, as the camera looks almost identical to the
previous model. Including a popup flash that pops up every time the camera is switched on. This can
be easily pushed down and manually raised later if needed I found that whenever I switched the
camera on my hand was on the flash and therefore it stayed down. The buttons are large and easy to
use. The mode dial is the right level of firmness so that you dont accidentally change mode, which is
a good feature, especially as its the most natural and perhaps only place to grip the back of the
camera. The screen is a widescreen model with 169 view meaning that the default image size of 43
photos will show black borders, and you get a smaller view than you would if they had used a 43 or
32 aspect ratio screen. Alternatively you can take all your photos at the 169 aspect ratio but then
you are limited to 9Mp 4000 x 2248 images. Menus Canon menus are good, they are colour coded so
that each mode Photo, Playback, Setup etc is easily recognisable. Once you are used to accessing the



most popular controls using the Func button and back buttons, and the more advanced controls in
the menu system, the camera becomes easy to use. They respond quickly and there is a good level of
control and options so that you dont feel too limited when using the camera. This is lower than much
of the competition, so it could be worth considering buying a spare battery if needed. Speed We
tested the Canon Powershot SX220 HS, and tested the camera with the Panasonic Lumix TZ18, and
Nikon Coolpix S9100, taking 6 shots and using the average to ensure consistent results.

The camera generally performs quickly, with upto 3fps shooting at full resolution although we only
managed around 2.5fps, and a high speed class 6 card is recommended to take advantage of this,
especially if you plan on recording Full HD videos. The Canon Powershot SX220 HS produces images
that have good detail and excellent colour. Here are some sample photos you can enlarge. At
ISO3200 noise becomes very noticeable. Using ISO100 to ISO400 noise is very low, and again at
ISO800 noise is low. Some of the creative modes and photographic features are shown below Auto
white balance under fluorescent lighting produced very good results and there is very little
difference between the auto white balance and the preset. Macro Performance The portrait shot
came out well, however there is some redeye noticeable in this photo, and better results can be
produced by using the redeye reduction flash. Video Mode The optical zoom is much slower when
recording, however this means that barely any lens noise is picked up on the video. Canon
Powershot SX220 HS Verdict. The Canon Powershot SX220 HS improves on the previous model by
introducing a new 12Mp back lit CMOS sensor, this enables better noise performance with lower
noise at higher ISO settings, and quicker performance. The lens is good although there is some
vignetting at full optical zoom. The screen looks great although some may find the 169 aspect ratio
awkward for standard photos, but great for Full HD video recording. The camera is extremely
compact considering it has a 14x optical zoom lens, and makes a great travel companion.
Recommended! Dynamic IS in Movie New to ePHOTOzine Join Today! By using our service, you
agree to our use of cookies. OK Learn more. Ideal for beginners to hone their skills further, the
SX220 HS has a focal length of 5 70 mm with a 35 mm equivalent focal length of 28 392 mm.


